
Clues, from 1 to 12, start at the Hardy Road parking lot (2201 Hardy Road).
Take a park/trail map from the information kiosk. Bring a water bottle. Wear comfy shoes.
There are a couple of paths leaving the parking lot that will take you to the multi-use Forest Loop (ʔayigən) Trail.
When you get to Forest Loop, travel to your right.
Note that all items are visible from the trails and do not require participants to leave the path or to collect anything.
(Leave no trace: Take only pictures. Leave only footprints.)

Download and print this form to use as a guide when you visit the park. Then, once you've filled out answers, go
to ActiveComoxValley.fitness to enter your answers into the fillable PDF.

#1) Two entrances lead off the parking lot and I’m not far down the trail.
       I’m partly covered in moss and what once was my top … now kind of looks like it's my tail!
       My bottom is broken and bent ... and looks a bit like a big dragon or snake's head.
       If I really were a dragon or snake … I’d be something you would dread!

       What am I? ___________________________________________________________________________________

#2) This is another hardy place you could start. A gated entrance to the park.
      Step up to ride or toss out some trash. And if ‘Nature calls’, we’ve covered that!
      
       Name at least two man-made items at this location. ____________________________________________________

#3) There is a ‘Y’ junction here with two ways you could travel.
       To your right is a decommissioned path )look for the log) and to your left, is one with gravel.

       What do you see on the other side of the fence, parallel to the decommissioned trail?_____________

#4) The signpost gives you options to walk ‘Red Cedar’ (taχamay) and ‘Owl’s Grove’ (xɛxnɛq) trails.
       You can also get to Clark Road … which is one of the sign's details.
       Look for me not far from here, I’m solid as a rock.
       There’s moss on me … but I’m not a tree … I look like a big block!

        What am I? ______________________________________________________________________________
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#5) A walk in these woods can raise ‘Your Spirit’ … that’s what the sign will say
     But look around you for many mounds of earth … that look like ants have had a hey-day!
     What made these swells in the ground? They’re perhaps from construction days long past.
      Whatever made these mounds of earth, they made sure the mounds would last!

      What is the Coast Salish name for ‘Your Spirit’ trail that branches off from this area? __________________

#6) You wouldn’t expect to find me here … I look a little trashy.
      Back in the day I traveled far and once was very classy! 
      It's a shame that I was dumped, that’s what people did back then. Now I just rust in peace, in this little forest glen.

      What am I? And what colour am I? _________________________________________________________

#7) You’ll find this ‘Y’ on the Forest Loop (ʔayigən), where it meets the trail called ‘Douglas Fir’(payɛnay).
       There’s a tree and a signpost and it offers two ways to go, in case you wondered where you were!
        Find the signpost at this junction.

        How far is it from this location to Mitchell Road? _____________________________________________

#8) Amid the forest, by a little stream, you’ll find two things man-made.
      You can cross the stream or sit a spell, in this forest glade. (Note: The streambed may be dried up.)

      What two man-made things are here? _____________________________________________________

#9) You’ll walk a while and see nothing new … you can’t see the forest for the trees.
      So cast your eyes to the forest floor, to what’s growing by your knees.

      Name at least two types of shrubs or plants that grow on the forest floor. __________________________

#10) Nothing out of the ordinary to see as you keep on going, look for me beside the trails, that’s where
      you’ll find me growing! In spring I have pinkish blossoms. I have red berries in the fall. You can
       pick me from the ground ‘cause I only grow about 10-feet tall. I’m small and sweet, a tart but tasty treat.

      What kind of berry am I? ________________________________________________________________

#11) Decades ago, I grew tall and proud and then I was cut down. My stump stands partly on the trail,
         I am about four feet around! My centre is split and my insides charred, I was partly burned by fire.
         I am rotten to the core … my future, it looks dire! (My Coast Salish name is taχamay.)

         Can you find this big stump? What kind of tree do you think it was? ______________________________

#12) If this was a road, it would be a 4-way stop … for the junction of trails forms a cross.
        Pedestrians may walk down ‘Twin Flower’ (qʷasaʔəm) or ‘Maple Tree’ (paqaǰɛ); for horseback riders, Forest
        Loop (ʔayigən) is the staple. One way, however, you can go no more, because we’re helping nature conserve
        the forest floor.

       There is a barrier blocking the decommissioned trail. What is it made of? __________________________

 

We respectfully acknowledge that Seal Bay Nature Park is within the unceded traditional territory
of the K'ómoks First Nation and contains many cultural and natural values

meaningful to generations of K'ómoks families.


